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A heartwarming and charming debut novel about family, friends, and finding your voice all wrapped up in a warm tortilla. Estefania
"Stef" Soto is itching to shake off the onion-and-cilantro embrace of Tia Perla, her family's taco truck. She wants nothing more than
for Papi to get a normal job and for Tia Perla to be a distant memory. Then maybe everyone at school will stop seeing her as the
Taco Queen. But when her family's livelihood is threatened, and it looks like her wish will finally come true, Stef surprises everyone
(including herself) by becoming the truck's unlikely champion. In this fun and heartfelt novel, Stef will discover what matters most
and ultimately embrace an identity that even includes old Tia Perla.
"A sixteen-year-old shortstop in Cuba who dreams of playing with the pros must choose between his country and his father who
defected to the U.S."-When Julian's parents make the heartbreaking decision to send him and his two brothers away from Cuba to Miami via the Pedro
Pan operation, the boys are thrust into a new world where bullies run rampant and it's not always clear how best to protect
themselves. 90 Miles to Havana is a 2011 Pura Belpre Honor Book for Narrative and a 2011 Bank Street - Best Children's Book of
the Year.
Chapter One -- Chapter Two -- Chapter Three -- Chapter Four -- Chapter Five -- Chapter Six -- Chapter Seven -- Chapter Eight -Chapter Nine -- Chapter Ten -- Chapter Eleven -- Chapter Twelve
From the beloved and award-winning author Junot Díaz, a spellbinding saga of a family’s journey through the New World. A
coming-of-age story of unparalleled power, Drown introduced the world to Junot Díaz's exhilarating talents. It also introduced an
unforgettable narrator— Yunior, the haunted, brilliant young man who tracks his family’s precarious journey from the barrios of
Santo Domingo to the tenements of industrial New Jersey, and their epic passage from hope to loss to something like love. Here is
the soulful, unsparing book that made Díaz a literary sensation.
25th Anniversary Edition "A magnificent treasure for all cultures and all time.” --St. Petersburg Times It is November 25, 1960, and
three beautiful sisters have been found near their wrecked Jeep at the bottom of a 150-foot cliff on the north coast of the
Dominican Republic. The official state newspaper reports their deaths as accidental. It does not mention that a fourth sister lives.
Nor does it explain that the sisters were among the leading opponents of Gen. Rafael Leónidas Trujillo’s dictatorship. It doesn’t
have to. Everybody knows of Las Mariposas--the Butterflies. In this extraordinary novel, the voices of all four sisters--Minerva,
Patria, María Teresa, and the survivor, Dedé--speak across the decades to tell their own stories, from secret crushes to
gunrunning, and to describe the everyday horrors of life under Trujillo’s rule. Through the art and magic of Julia Alvarez’s
imagination, the martyred Butterflies live again in this novel of courage and love, and the human costs of political oppression. Julia
Alvarez’s new novel, Afterlife, is available now.
"The Jesuit review of faith and culture," Nov. 13, 2017Special edition of the Federal Register, containing a codification of documents of general applicability and future effect ... with
ancillaries.

Eight-year-old J.D. turns a tragic home haircut into a thriving barber business in this hilarious new illustrated chapter book
series J.D. has a big problem--it's the night before the start of third grade and his mom has just given him his first and
worst home haircut. When the steady stream of insults from the entire student body of Douglass Elementary becomes
too much for J.D., he takes matters into his own hands and discovers that, unlike his mom, he's a genius with the
clippers. His work makes him the talk of the town and brings him enough hair business to open a barbershop from his
bedroom. But when Henry Jr., the owner of the only official local barbershop, realizes he's losing clients to J.D., he tries
to shut him down for good. How do you find out who's the best barber in all of Meridian, Mississippi? With a GREAT
BARBER BATTLE! From the hilarious and creative mind of J. Dillard, an entrepreneur, public speaker, and personal
barber, comes a new chapter book series with characters that are easy to fall for and nearly impossible to forget. Akeem
S. Roberts' lively illustrations make this series a must-buy for reluctant readers.
Winner of the 2019 Newbery Medal Thoughtful, strong-willed sixth-grader Merci Suarez navigates difficult changes with
friends, family, and everyone in between in a resonant new novel from Meg Medina. Merci Suarez knew that sixth grade
would be different, but she had no idea just how different. For starters, Merci has never been like the other kids at her
private school in Florida, because she and her older brother, Roli, are scholarship students. They don’t have a big house
or a fancy boat, and they have to do extra community service to make up for their free tuition. So when bossy Edna
Santos sets her sights on the new boy who happens to be Merci’s school-assigned Sunshine Buddy, Merci becomes the
target of Edna’s jealousy. Things aren't going well at home, either: Merci’s grandfather and most trusted ally, Lolo, has
been acting strangely lately — forgetting important things, falling from his bike, and getting angry over nothing. No one in
her family will tell Merci what's going on, so she’s left to her own worries, while also feeling all on her own at school. In a
coming-of-age tale full of humor and wisdom, award-winning author Meg Medina gets to the heart of the confusion and
constant change that defines middle school — and the steadfast connection that defines family.
Over 21 million copies sold worldwide
Simply the best investment for anyone learning to write in French! This powerful program combines the features of a
word processor with databases of language reference material, a searchable dictionary, a verb conjugating reference,
and audio recordings of vocabulary, and example sentences. You will quickly learn to read, analyze, see word
associations, and understand the link between language functions and linguistics structures in French.
Winner of the National Book Award for Young People’s Literature, the Michael L. Printz Award, and the Pura Belpré
Award! Fans of Jacqueline Woodson, Meg Medina, and Jason Reynolds will fall hard for this astonishing New York
Times-bestselling novel-in-verse by an award-winning slam poet, about an Afro-Latina heroine who tells her story with
blazing words and powerful truth. Xiomara Batista feels unheard and unable to hide in her Harlem neighborhood. Ever
since her body grew into curves, she has learned to let her fists and her fierceness do the talking. But Xiomara has plenty
she wants to say, and she pours all her frustration and passion onto the pages of a leather notebook, reciting the words
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to herself like prayers—especially after she catches feelings for a boy in her bio class named Aman, who her family can
never know about. With Mami’s determination to force her daughter to obey the laws of the church, Xiomara
understands that her thoughts are best kept to herself. So when she is invited to join her school’s slam poetry club, she
doesn’t know how she could ever attend without her mami finding out. But she still can’t stop thinking about performing
her poems. Because in the face of a world that may not want to hear her, Xiomara refuses to be silent. “Crackles with
energy and snaps with authenticity and voice.” —Justina Ireland, author of Dread Nation “An incredibly potent debut.”
—Jason Reynolds, author of the National Book Award Finalist Ghost “Acevedo has amplified the voices of girls en el
barrio who are equal parts goddess, saint, warrior, and hero.” —Ibi Zoboi, author of American Street
Esperanza Rising joins the Scholastic Gold line, which features award-winning and beloved novels. Includes exclusive
bonus content! Esperanza thought she'd always live a privileged life on her family's ranch in Mexico. She'd always have
fancy dresses, a beautiful home filled with servants, and Mama, Papa, and Abuelita to care for her. But a sudden tragedy
forces Esperanza and Mama to flee to California and settle in a Mexican farm labor camp. Esperanza isn't ready for the
hard work, financial struggles brought on by the Great Depression, or lack of acceptance she now faces. When Mama
gets sick and a strike for better working conditions threatens to uproot their new life, Esperanza must find a way to rise
above her difficult circumstances-because Mama's life, and her own, depend on it.
Traces the author's experiences as an illegal child immigrant, describing her father's violent alcoholism, her efforts to
obtain a higher education, and the inspiration of Latina authors.
"When six students are chosen to participate in a weekly talk with no adults allowed, they discover that when they're
together, it's safe to share the hopes and fears they have to hide from the rest of the world"-Anita de la Torre never questioned her freedom living in the Dominican Republic. But by her 12th birthday in 1960, most
of her relatives have emigrated to the United States, her Tío Toni has disappeared without a trace, and the government’s
secret police terrorize her remaining family because of their suspected opposition of el Trujillo’s dictatorship. Using the
strength and courage of her family, Anita must overcome her fears and fly to freedom, leaving all that she once knew
behind. From renowned author Julia Alvarez comes an unforgettable story about adolescence, perseverance, and one
girl’s struggle to be free.
A NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER! "[Doesn't shy] away from the hard truths of Sotomayor's childhood . . . [and]
discusses real-world issues like racism, privilege, and affirmative action." --The Washington Post Discover the inspiring
life of Justice Sonia Sotomayor, the first Latina and third woman appointed to the United States Supreme Court, in this
middle-grade adaptation of her bestselling adult memoir, My Beloved World. Includes an 8-page photo insert and a brief
history of the Supreme Court Sonia Sotomayor was just a girl when she dared to dream big. Her dream? To become a
lawyer and a judge even though she'd never met one of either and none lived in her neighborhood. Sonia did not let the
hardships of her background--which included growing up in the rough housing projects of New York City's South Bronx,
dealing with juvenile diabetes, coping with parents who argued and fought personal demons, and worrying about
money--stand in her way. Always, she believed in herself. Her determination, along with guidance from generous
mentors and the unwavering love of her extended Puerto Rican family, propelled her ever forward. Eventually, all of
Sonia's hard work led to her appointment as an Associate Justice of the United States Supreme Court in 2009, a role that
she has held ever since. Learn about Justice Sotomayor's rise and her amazing work, as well as about the Supreme
Court, in this fascinating memoir that shows that no matter the obstacles, dreams can come true. A Kirkus Reviews Best
Book of 2018! "People--I add children--who live in difficult circumstances need to know that happy endings are possible."
--Justice Sonia Sotomayor, on why she writes books (ABC News)
Pitching prodigy Michael Arroyo is on the run from social services after being banned from playing Little League baseball
because rival coaches doubt he is only twelve years old and he has no parents to offer them proof. Reprint.
A tour de force from acclaimed author Alan Gratz (Prisoner B-3087), this timely -- and timeless -- novel tells the powerful
story of three different children seeking refuge.
Whether it is basketball dreams, family fiascos, first crushes, or new neighborhoods, this bold short story
collection—written by some of the best children’s authors including Kwame Alexander, Meg Medina, Jacqueline
Woodson, and many more and published in partnership with We Need Diverse Books—celebrates the uniqueness and
universality in all of us. "Will resonate with any kid who's ever felt different—which is to say, every kid." —Time Great
stories take flight in this adventurous middle-grade anthology crafted by ten of the most recognizable and diverse authors
writing today. Newbery Medalist Kwame Alexander delivers a story in-verse about a boy who just might have magical
powers; National Book Award winner Jacqueline Woodson spins a tale of friendship against all odds; and Meg Medina
uses wet paint to color in one girl’s world with a short story that inspired her Newbery award-winner Merci Suárez
Changes Gear. Plus, seven more bold voices that bring this collection to new heights with tales that challenge, inspire,
and celebrate the unique talents within us all. AUTHORS INCLUDE: Kwame Alexander, Kelly J. Baptist, Soman
Chainani, Matt de la Peña, Tim Federle, Grace Lin, Meg Medina, Walter Dean Myers, Tim Tingle, Jacqueline Woodson
“There’s plenty of magic in this collection to go around.” —Booklist, Starred “A natural for middle school classrooms and
libraries.” —Kirkus Reviews, Starred “Inclusive, authentic, and eminently readable.” —School Library Journal, Starred
“Thought provoking and wide-ranging . . . should not be missed.”—Publishers Weekly, Starred “Read more books by
these authors.” —The Bulletin, Starred
WITH A NEW AFTERWORD “Baseball fans of all loyalties will enjoy learning about [Ortiz’s] unique experiences in and
out of the game.” —Library Journal David “Big Papi” Ortiz is a baseball icon and one of the most popular figures ever to
play the game. A key part of the Boston Red Sox for fifteen years, Ortiz helped to win three World Series, bringing back a
storied franchise from “never wins” to “always wins.” He helped upend the doubters, the naysayers, and the
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nonbelievers, and, as he launched balls into the stands again and again and again, he captured the imagination of
millions of fans. Ortiz made Boston and the Red Sox his home, his place of work, and his legacy. As he put it: This is our
f*&#ing city. In Papi, his ultimate memoir, Ortiz opens up as never before. The result is a revelatory, fly-on-the-wall story
of a career by a player with a lot to say at the end of his time in the game to which he gave so much and which gave so
much to him. “The rise of Ortiz from scrap-heap bench player to Hall of Famer is an unlikely and entertaining story, and
engagingly told . . . The memoir lives up to its ‘no-holds-barred’ billing.” —Washington Post
Sonia Rodriguez was born in the United States, but her parents are Mexican immigrants who came to California before
she was born. Her father has three Social Security numbers, her mother is pregnant (again), and neither of them speaks
English. Sonia's mother spends most of her time in bed, watching soap operas, and letting Sonia clean up after her
brothers. Sonia's father works dutifully to support his family, but he knows that his daughter's dreams are bigger than
making tamales for family get-togethers. When Sonia attempts to put school work before her familia, her mother decides
that it's time for Sonia to visit her grandmother in Mexico to learn "the ways of the old world." While in Mexico, Sonia gets
to know her wise grandmother and her cousin Maria, who teach her that while familia is important, the most important
thing is to follow your heart. Sonia returns to the States determined to succeed in school, but the birth of her new twin
siblings, inappropriate advances from her drunk uncle (Drunkle), and a forbidden relationship with an El Salvadorian boy
push school to the back burner. If only Sonia can find the time to cook dinner, secretly meet with her boyfriend, avoid her
Drunkle, AND finish her homework, she just might be able to graduate from high school. . . .
“The Bean Trees is the work of a visionary. . . . It leaves you open-mouthed and smiling.” — Los Angeles Times A
bestseller that has come to be regarded as an American classic, The Bean Trees is the novel that launched Barbara
Kingsolver’s remarkable literary career. It is the charming, engrossing tale of rural Kentucky native Taylor Greer, who
only wants to get away from her roots and avoid getting pregnant. She succeeds, but inherits a three-year-old Native
American girl named Turtle along the way, and together, from Oklahoma to Arizona, half-Cherokee Taylor and her
charge search for a new life in the West. Hers is a story about love and friendship, abandonment and belonging, and the
discovery of surprising resources in seemingly empty places. This edition includes a P.S. section with additional insights
from the author, background material, suggestions for further reading, and more.
Pride and Prejudice gets remixed in this smart, funny, gorgeous retelling of the classic, starring all characters of color, from Ibi Zoboi, National
Book Award finalist and author of American Street. Zuri Benitez has pride. Brooklyn pride, family pride, and pride in her Afro-Latino roots. But
pride might not be enough to save her rapidly gentrifying neighborhood from becoming unrecognizable. When the wealthy Darcy family
moves in across the street, Zuri wants nothing to do with their two teenage sons, even as her older sister, Janae, starts to fall for the
charming Ainsley. She especially can’t stand the judgmental and arrogant Darius. Yet as Zuri and Darius are forced to find common ground,
their initial dislike shifts into an unexpected understanding. But with four wild sisters pulling her in different directions, cute boy Warren vying
for her attention, and college applications hovering on the horizon, Zuri fights to find her place in Bushwick’s changing landscape, or lose it
all. In a timely update of Jane Austen's Pride and Prejudice, critically acclaimed author Ibi Zoboi skillfully balances cultural identity, class, and
gentrification against the heady magic of first love in her vibrant reimagining of this beloved classic.
"Poignant . . . Powerful . . . Beautifully captures the threshold experience of the new immigrant, where the past is not yet a memory." —The
New York Times Book Review Acclaimed writer Julia Alvarez’s beloved first novel gives voice to four sisters as they grow up in two cultures.
The García sisters—Carla, Sandra, Yolanda, and Sofía—and their family must flee their home in the Dominican Republic after their father’s
role in an attempt to overthrow brutal dictator Rafael Trujillo is discovered. They arrive in New York City in 1960 to a life far removed from
their existence in the Caribbean. In the wondrous but not always welcoming U.S.A., their parents try to hold on to their old ways as the girls
try find new lives: by straightening their hair and wearing American fashions, and by forgetting their Spanish. For them, it is at once liberating
and excruciating to be caught between the old world and the new. Here they tell their stories about being at home—and not at home—in
America. Julia Alvarez’s new novel, Afterlife, is available now.
From popular LGBTQ advice columnist and writer John Paul Brammer comes a hilarious, heartwarming memoir-in-essays chronicling his
journey growing up as a queer, mixed-race kid in America’s heartland to becoming the “Chicano Carrie Bradshaw” of his generation. “A
wise and charming book. [Brammer] is such a good writer, and so well rounded.”—David Sedaris “[Brammer] is both kind and piercingly
funny, often in the same sentence….Personal and affecting….¡Hola Papi! is a master class of tone and tenderness, as Brammer balances selfcompassion with humor.” —THE NEW YORK TIMES BOOK REVIEW (EDITORS’ CHOICE) “[¡Hola Papi! should be] required
reading...[Brammer’s] writing is incredibly funny, kind, and gracious to his readers, and deeply vulnerable in a way that makes it feel as if
he’s talking to only you.” —LOS ANGELES TIMES The first time someone called John Paul (JP) Brammer “Papi” was on the popular gay
hookup app Grindr. At first, it was flattering; JP took this as white-guy speak for “hey, handsome.” Who doesn’t want to be called
handsome? But then it happened again and again…and again, leaving JP wondering: Who the hell is Papi? What started as a racialized
moniker given to him on a hookup app soon became the inspiration for his now wildly popular advice column “¡Hola Papi!,” launching his
career as the Cheryl Strayed for young queer people everywhere—and some straight people too. JP had his doubts at first—what advice could
he really offer while he himself stumbled through his early 20s? Sometimes the best advice to dole outcomes from looking within, which is
what JP has done in his column and book—and readers have flocked to him for honest, heartfelt wisdom, and of course, a few laughs. In ¡Hola
Papi!, JP shares his story of growing up biracial and in the closet in America’s heartland, while attempting to answer some of life’s toughest
questions: How do I let go of the past? How do I become the person I want to be? Is there such a thing as being too gay? Should I hook up
with my grade school bully now that he’s out of the closet? Questions we’ve all asked ourselves, surely. ¡Hola Papi! is “a warm, witty
compendium of hard-won life lessons,” (Harper’s Bazaar) for anyone—gay, straight, and everything in between—who has ever taken stock of
their unique place in the world. “Readers are likely to become addicted to these stories; they’re that good…Brammer comes to know himself
very well, and readers will be delighted to make his acquaintance, too,” (Booklist, starred review).
Esmeralda Santiago's story begins in rural Puerto Rico, where her childhood was full of both tenderness and domestic strife, tropical sounds
and sights as well as poverty. Growing up, she learned the proper way to eat a guava, the sound of tree frogs in the mango groves at night,
the taste of the delectable sausage called morcilla, and the formula for ushering a dead baby's soul to heaven. As she enters school we see
the clash, both hilarious and fierce, of Puerto Rican and Yankee culture. When her mother, Mami, a force of nature, takes off to New York
with her seven, soon to be eleven children, Esmeralda, the oldest, must learn new rules, a new language, and eventually take on a new
identity. In this first volume of her much-praised, bestselling trilogy, Santiago brilliantly recreates the idyllic landscape and tumultuous family
life of her earliest years and her tremendous journey from the barrio to Brooklyn, from translating for her mother at the welfare office to high
honors at Harvard.
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Things have never been easy for Oscar. A ghetto nerd living with his Dominican family in New Jersey, he's sweet but disastrously overweight.
He dreams of becoming the next J.R.R. Tolkien and he keeps falling hopelessly in love. Poor Oscar may never get what he wants, thanks to
the Fukú - the curse that has haunted his family for generations. With dazzling energy and insight Díaz immerses us in the tumultuous lives of
Oscar; his runaway sister Lola; their beautiful mother Belicia; and in the family's uproarious journey from the Dominican Republic to the US
and back. Rendered with uncommon warmth and humour, The Brief Wondrous Life of Oscar Wao is a literary triumph, that confirms Junot
Díaz as one of the most exciting writers of our time.
During World War II a community called Manzanar was hastily created in the high mountain desert country of California, east of the Sierras.
Its purpose was to house thousands of Japanese American internees. One of the first families to arrive was the Wakatsukis, who were
ordered to leave their fishing business in Long Beach and take with them only the belongings they could carry. For Jeanne Wakatsuki, a
seven-year-old child, Manzanar became a way of life in which she struggled and adapted, observed and grew. For her father it was
essentially the end of his life. At age thirty-seven, Jeanne Wakatsuki Houston recalls life at Manzanar through the eyes of the child she was.
She tells of her fear, confusion, and bewilderment as well as the dignity and great resourcefulness of people in oppressive and demeaning
circumstances. Written with her husband, Jeanne delivers a powerful first-person account that reveals her search for the meaning of
Manzanar. Farewell to Manzanar has become a staple of curriculum in schools and on campuses across the country. Last year the San
Francisco Chronicle named it one of the twentieth century’s 100 best nonfiction books from west of the Rockies. First published in 1973, this
new edition of the classic memoir of a devastating Japanese American experience includes an inspiring afterword by the authors.
In 1960s New York, fifth-grader Ruthie, a Cuban-Jewish immigrant, must rely on books, art, her family, and friends in her multicultural
neighborhood when an accident puts her in a body cast.
In a novel-in-verse that brims with grief and love, National Book Award-winning and New York Times bestselling author Elizabeth Acevedo
writes about the devastation of loss, the difficulty of forgiveness, and the bittersweet bonds that shape our lives. Camino Rios lives for the
summers when her father visits her in the Dominican Republic. But this time, on the day when his plane is supposed to land, Camino arrives
at the airport to see crowds of crying people… In New York City, Yahaira Rios is called to the principal’s office, where her mother is waiting to
tell her that her father, her hero, has died in a plane crash. Separated by distance—and Papi’s secrets—the two girls are forced to face a new
reality in which their father is dead and their lives are forever altered. And then, when it seems like they’ve lost everything of their father, they
learn of each other. Great for summer reading or anytime! Clap When You Land is a Today show pick for “25 children’s books your kids and
teens won’t be able to put down this summer!" Plus don't miss Elizabeth Acevedo's The Poet X and With the Fire on High!

Father Boyle started Homeboy Industries nearly 20 years ago, which has served members of more than half of the gangs in Los
Angeles. This collection presents parables about kinship and the sacredness of life drawn from Boyle's years of working with
gangs.
A vital resource for pilots, instructors, and students, from the most trusted source of aeronautic information.
"A child survivor of the Holocaust, Richard Weilheimer describes life in pre-WW II Germany, the rise of Nazism, and his family's
deportation to the misery of Camp de Gurs in Vichy-controlled France. Rescued by the Quakers, Richard established himself in
the United States. Forty years later he challenges his grandchildren to live fully and resist intolerance"--Provided by publisher.
"When Daisy Ramona zooms around her neighborhood with her papi on his motorcycle, she sees the people and places she's
always known. She also sees a community that is rapidly changing around her"-Copyright: f3195164bb1e94700f40b0509052e942
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